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Wrestling
Mandy Chun

Behold, O Lord,
With a scornful smile,
He’s swallowin* me from inside!
Hasten O Lord,
Shouting a battle cry,
He’s stranglin* me from behind!

Panic no more, I am here,
You have the strongest weapon, my child.
Into laughter will my peace turn your tears,
Fears can no longer run wild.
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Joke
Johnson Lee

One gorgeous office lady went to work proudly one morning
with her newly acquired mini-skirt, which she bought at a major
discount. As she casually strolled in the office, she intentionally
used the aisle as the catwalk. She heard comments on how short
and revealing her skirt was. She then responded by saying to one
of her colleagues. “I got it for 50% off. Isn’t that great?” At the
corner of the office, an unsuspecting male staff yelled out; Looks
like more than 50% off to me.
©2002 Johnson Lee
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I WAS
Johnson Lee

April 2,1996 3:25 to 3:30 p.m.

I was one of the litters
Lived by the gutter
The wind and the rain
My mother and my father

I was fruit of someone else’s passion
Then after never mentioned
Left to fend for myself
The world was my dungeon

I was part of the human landfill
Life highway’s roadkill
Used and abused by many
Pleasing everyone against my will

13
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I was the child you saw
One you choose to ignore
No, you don’t have to worry
I was here
No more

©1996 Johnson Lee
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I Would Rather Feel Your Pain
Johnson Lee

September 25, 1996 12 a.m. to 12:15 a.m.

To join your laughter
An easy thing
To partake in your sorrow
A hurtful sting
But to be human and be your friend
I’d rather feel your pain

To tell you a joke
Easy as pie
To ride out your storm
I’d stay, not hide
And to be human and be your friend
I’d rather feel your pain

15
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To share your wealth
Money talks
To pour your guts
Others walk
Yet to be human and be your friend
I’d rather feel your pain

Though there’s much to gain
By insulating myself from the rain
Still, To be human and be your friend
Henceforth here’s my outstretching hand.

©1996 Johnson Lee
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We shall overcome: UCC chess players in the match
C.K. Yeung

Prologue
There are totally 16 teams joined the competitions, every team

should have at least 4 players (with 1 reserved player), sitting
board 1-4, the strongest player sitting in board 1. After 7 rounds,
counting the total score of 4 players and decide the ranking.

This is the only competition that we can get prizes every year.
UCC Team got third runner up in last two years. Although our
strong players Sunny Yu, Alex Wong and Chu Hoi Ting won’t
in the team, we still have a hope for winning individual board
prizes. Team members lists are as followed:

UCC “A”
Board 1 Douglas Fan Chi Wai (5B)
Board 2 Leung Lai Man (4C)
Board 3 Lee Cheuk Yin (4B)
Board 4 Hui Wai Hang (6C)/ Lee Kwok Leung (6A) * Replaced

17
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starting from round 5
Board 5 Law Ho Lim (4C)

UCC “B”
Board 1 Ada Chan Siu Ying (Alumni)
Board 2 Nick Chan Yu Hin (Alumni)
Board 3 Lam Yat Shan (4B)
Board 4 Lee Man Chun (5B)
Board 5 Lai Ki Fung (2E)

Lai is a freshman of the competitions. Nick and Lee Man Chun
is the first time to represent UCC team. Hui and Law are our
hope that win the board prizes.

Round 1
The opponent teams of UCC A and UCC B are South Island

A and Homantin respectively. The home team, SIS A, has been a
strong team in last 3 years. UCC A won 2.5-1.5. in last year The
team members of SIS A remains unchanged, it’s strong enough
to beat us. We scored 1-3 in this match, only Law won.

Homantin, a combined team, was not so strong, but no UCC
B players survived, scored 0-4.

Round 2
We had the most beautiful win for both teams in this round.

UCC A met Island School. Lee offers draw in move 10 and has
been accepted. Then Law win and Hui draw. In board 1, the
game between Douglas Fan and Raymond Chiu is still playing. In
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the opposite color bishop endgames, Chiu’s 2 extra pawns didn’t
lead to victory, the game is draw. UCC A won 2.5-1.5.

UCC B played very hard in this round, we met West Island
C. Nick draw first, Lee won the game with 2 extra pieces. Lai
used a single rook and a pawn against double rooks and many
pawns, had a miracle draw! Lam is the last game that finished.
In the rook + pawns ending, the opponent have and extra out-
side passed pawn. Lam has lone king after exchange while his
opponent has a rook. However, he has only 1 minute and cannot
checkmate. Lam draw luckily and UCC B scored 2.5-1.5.

Round 3
UCC players showed the unity in this round. UCC A met Li

Po Chun School, with Brain Dew, Raja such strong players. Lee
was defeated by Raja very soon; Law won a passed pawn and
leading to win. Fan then loses, Hui kept the clear mind, with a
queen against 2 rooks, he refuses draw and wins at last. We draw
this 1st runner up team.

The old opponent Kowloon Technical School met UCC B in
this round. Nick won very quickly. Lam has a passed pawn and
queened. Lee played very hard in R+2P vs. R+4P endgame and
draw at last. So we won 2.5-1.5, keeps long win to KTS.

Round 4
Both UCC teams are lost. West Island B, a strong team, with

the leading of Jason Leung. UCC A just scored 1.5-2.5. The
only won game played by Law, he is a one the player that got
full points. (Other is Chu Ying Lin from KTS) and stood leading
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position in board 5.
For UCC B, we met Shatin B, Nick and Lee got advantages in

opening but soon offer draw. As a result, the score is 1-3.

Round 5
UCC A met the weakest team, Dioscen Boy’s School, in the

match. We are glad that we can see more local school joining the
competitions like King’s College, Homantin. After an hour time,
we scored 4-0!

Ada played quite good in this round against Jason Leung, both
spend much time in opening. As a result, UCC B won last two
boards with WIS B, better than UCC A in round 4.

Round 6
We can describe that this round we have a ”terrorist attack”.

UCC A met Shatin A, the 2nd runner up team, only Lee Kwok
Leung can draw. UCC B met South Island B; no one can be
survived.

Round 7
Both UCC A and WIS C are no hope for team prizes, so we

got 4 draw games. UCC B met DBS, Nick and Lee are too ex-
cited that lose the games. Then 2-2 finishes all the matches.

The Epilogue
The position of UCC A and B are 10th and 13th respectively,

the ranking is low but the results are satisfactory. West Island
A is the strongest team in this year, they won the team trophy
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and the gold medal of first four boards. The remaining one, the
board 5 gold medal, won by Law Ho Lim, our future star. We
appreciate the effort of the team members and thank God leading
us to get the prizes.
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Using ICQ
Carmen Li 2D

Nowadays, ICQ is very popular. Many students like chatting
through ICQ. However, most of their parents don like their
children to spend too much time on playing ICQ. That’s why
there’re so many arguments about ICQ between the students
and their parents. In my opinion, the youth can play ICQ if they
can manage their time effectively and use ICQ properly. In this
writing, we’re going to discuss the pros and cons of playing ICQ.

To begin with, using ICQ is the cheapest way to communicate
with our friends and relatives who live in other countries. It’s
because IDD fee is more expensive. For example, if we make a
phone call to Canada, it will cost a few dollars. But if we use
ICQ, it’ll only cost a few cents.

Besides this, ICQ is very easy to use. We only have to click
the name of the person we want to talk to, but if we use the
telephone, we need to dial at least 8 digits. We can also talk
with many friends at the same time.
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Another point is that we can make friends with somebody
who lives in other areas and learns different cultures. We can
also relax ourselves by chatting.

Despite the fact that we can make many friends, sometimes
we may meet bad guys. That’s what many parents worry about.
They worry that we will learn foul language and ‘Chinglish’ such
as ‘I go lar, 88’. Maybe we’ll become impolite, too.

I strongly believe that chatting with somebody we don’t know
well or talking about something meaningless is a waste of time
and vigour. That’s foolish because we will learn nothing and
waste our precious time when we talk something meaningless such
as ‘X fell down yesterday as he was walking along Sin Fat Road’.
That’s just for fun. Use this technology properly or, ICQ will be
harmful for you. I don’t recommend people make friends through
ICQ because we can’t be sure whether the person is telling us
the truth. In my opinion, ICQ is used for communication, not
for making friends.
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Having lunch outside school
Queeny Wong 2D

Many students like to have lunch outside school. However,
their parents feel worried if their children eat outside school be-
cause of several reasons. I think that students should be allowed
to have lunch outside school. In this writing, I am going to
discuss the advantages and the disadvantages of having lunch
outside school.

First, if we eat outside school, we can enjoy our favourite food.
We can have more choices. Therefore, we will eat happily.

Furthermore, we can relax after a half day’s study; otherwise
we will feel tired. If we eat outside school, we can forget about
our boring lessons.

Lastly, having lunch outside school is good because the food
is better than the lunch boxes provided in school. It is because
the lunch boxes are prepared before they are brought to school.
The food is very cold. It is not healthy for us to eat.

Many students enjoy having lunch outside. However, their
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parents feel worried about them.
First, having lunch at school can save our time. After lunch, we

can have time to play football, basketball etc. These activities are
good and healthy for us. We can study more for the examinations
or tests, so we may get higher marks. If we have questions about
our books, we can ask our teachers during lunch time.

Besides this, we cannot go too far away from the school for
lunch; otherwise we will be late. For example, if we go to Tsim
Sha Tsui for lunch, we will not have enough time to go back to
school.

Finally, eating at school is safer. If somebody bullies us in
school, we can tell our teachers about that. However, if people
disturb us outside school, we cannot tell our teachers at once.

In my opinion, eating outside school has more advantages. We
need to be more independent. Therefore, I suggest the parents
allow their children to eat outside school.
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Having lunch outside school
Law Chun Hin 2E

There has been a great debate about whether S.1 students
should be allowed to have lunch outside school. Some of the
students say it is good. Some of students say it is bad. I think
S.1 students should sometimes stay at school and sometimes go
out for lunch. In this writing we are going to discuss the pros
and cons of S.1 students staying at school for lunch.

First, S.1 students should stay at school for lunch because it
can prevent them from making bad friends outside. Outside the
school, many people like to smoke and take drugs. Maybe they
will teach us bad things. But in school, no one would be allowed
to take drug and smoke.

Second, the food in the school is healthier. The lunch boxes
offered by the school have more vegetables than those in the fast
food shops. Most of the food outside is very oily, so having lunch
box in school is healthier than going outside.

Finally, staying at school for lunch can save money. The food
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outside is expensive and small. But the food in school is cheaper
and is bigger than that outside. That’s why staying at school for
lunch can save money.

There are several good points of staying at school for lunch,
but there are some good points of going out of school for lunch.

First, going out of school for lunch can let us make more
friends. There are many students from other schools in the
restaurants. Maybe we can talk and play with them. This can
train our communication skills, so it is good for us.

Another point is there is more choice of food. Outside the
school, we can choose the food we like. But there is just one
canteen in our school. We haven’t got any choice.

Finally, if we go out of school for lunch, we can play out-
door games. For example, we can play football basketball and
badminton. Sport is fun and is good for our health.

In my opinion, staying at school for lunch is quite boring, so
they should be allowed to go outside on D1 and D4, and they
must stay at school for lunch on other days.
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Restaurant Critique
Emily Lau 3D

Pacific Coffee

The Pacific Coffee is a good restaurant. The restaurant looks
clean and new. There are many colours in the shop. There is a
map on the wall, all the coffee’s origins are painted on the wall.
It looks lovely. There are also many tables in the shop, they
are square and round. There are flowers on the table. There
are also some computers. They can help people when they are
busy. There are only a few people, so it is very tranquil in the
restaurant.

This restaurant sells coffee and cake. The food is of excellent
quality. I bought a cup of coffee, chocolate cake and apple cake.
The coffee is very tasty and the apple cake is very fresh. The food
is so beautiful that no one can resist it. I ate the food very fast.
I couldn’t stop it. When I finished the food, I couldn’t control
myself. I bought it again. My favourite food is the chocolate
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cake. Their chocolate cake is sweet and very delicious. At last,
I bought an ice-cream. The taste is sweet but low fat. I like it
very much.

The Pacific Coffee is a lovely little restaurant and I had an
enjoyable experience. I would recommend it to anyone who would
like a relaxing tea time.

The food is very good, but the prices are high. If the prices
are lower than the present ones, then it is an excellent choice for
lunch.

Rating: AAAA
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Restaurant Critique
Leung Chi Lai 3E

The Rainforest Cafe

This big, beautiful restaurant is very comfortable. This cafe
appears to be a rainforest. Its lights are natural and dim; it also
has a lot of electronic animals. The “animals” are very lovely
and funny. They can dance and speak “Welcome”! This cafe
also has a water tank with a lot of colourful fishes in it. It also
has music playing to make the atmosphere very peaceful. There
are a lot of fake trees. It also has a ”Water-fall” falling from the
ceiling! I think that this cafe is very interesting. When I walked
into this cafe, it seemed like walking into a real rainforest. It is
very wonderful!

The waiters and waitresses are very rude and provide poor
service. None of them have any smiles on their faces. They are
not prompt. It’s extremely angry with them! On the other hand,
the food is very tasty but it’s extremely expensive. (There aren’t
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many choices, either.) A cup of iced tea costs $28! It’s extremely
expensive! Also a piece of pizza costs $100!!! A hamburger costs
$120!!! Although the food and the atmosphere are very good, the
service is extremely poor and the food is too expensive.

The Rainforest Cafe is a good restaurant. I would recommend
it to anyone who would like a relaxing lunch for reasonable prices.

Rating: AAAA
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An itinerar
Szeto Nok Wing 3D

Dear Judy,

During these three days, you will be very excited because I
have planned your itinerary already. What’s your opinion about
Hong Kong? You will know a lot of Chinese Cultures as you
come to Hong Kong.

Do you know where ‘Tai O’ is? It has another name, ‘West
Venice’! There are a lot of beautiful views to see and enjoy. For
example, some of the shops have Chinese costumes, villagers’
clothes are with obvious Chinese Cultures, too! In addition,
seafood is well-known in Hong Kong. The seafood is cooked by
traditional methods and it’s very delicious. There is something
very good for souvenirs. What is it? It is ‘Shrimp paste’! The
taste is good.

What about ‘Yuen Long’? Yuen Long is a good place for
sight-seeing. First, there are some historic sites, e.g. museums.
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For food, a ‘Tub of vegetables’ and ‘Shenzhen’s Roast Goose’ are
special features and famous! A lot of people from far away places
go there to enjoy them. You can buy some ‘Joss sticks’ and ‘Lo
Poh Pan’ for your souvenirs.

Don’t forget the Po Lin Monastery, which has a big Buddha.
Some Buddhists study Buddhism there. Then, we can have veg-
etarian meals for our lunch without meat, it is very healthy!
We can also take away some books to know about this religion.
Lastly, we can have dinner at ‘Tai Pai Tong’. Among all ‘Po Chai
Fan’ and ‘Chafing Dish’ are the most famous.

There will be a special day, the Dragon Boat Festival. It is
about a story. If you come to Hong Kong, I will tell you the
complete story.

Okay, are you satisfied with this itinerary? I look forward to
the days you come!

Love,
Janets
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An itinerary
Wong Lok Man 3E

Dearest Samuel,

Hello, how are you? I’m glad you will visit Hong Kong next
month. Let me tell you, the 15th of next month is our Mid-
Autumn Festival. It’s a Chinese festival. When you arrive, I will
tell you the story of it.

On the first day you come to Hong Kong, we will go to Wong
Tai Sin. There is a big Buddha. The superstitious people say
that it responds to every plea, but I’m not very sure about
that. There is somebody explaining the lot and somebody seek-
ing fame, wealth and fortune. Then we will go to a restaurant
to eat dim sum. Have you used chopsticks before? On that day,
we will use chopsticks to eat dim sum as our lunch. After that,
we will go to Victoria Park. That day is the Mid-Autumn Fes-
tival, so many people will go there with their friends to admire
the moon. The moon will be round and bright and it’s beautiful!
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And I will bring some fruits and mooncakes. They are all very
delicious. At the Mid-Autumn Festival, every child will have a
lantern, and in the night, they will light a candle inside and carry
the lantern around the Park. It’s very funny.

On the second day, we will go to Fa Yuen Street. It is a street
where you can buy many things. The things are cheap and there
are many kinds of products in different styles for you to choose.
You may buy souvenirs there. Next, we will go to the community
centre to watch a Chinese opera. After that, we will go to the
Peak. In the night, we can look around Hong Kong. It’s lovely.

On the last day, we will go shopping in Temple Street. There
are lots of food stalls and the food all tastes very good. Finally,
I will say bye bye to you. However , I hope you will like this trip!

Best wishes!

With love,
Lokman
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The Phantom of the Opera
Ho Wai Sum 3E

Scene 1

Narrator: The Paris Opera House was a huge building with
seventeen floors. Underneath the building there was
a strange dark lake. In the middle of this lake was
an island. On this island, one hundred years ago
lived a Phantom.

(Inside a small dark house sits the Phantom’s mother with her
small child)

Phantom’s mother: Oh my baby is so ugly!!! Its face is so
terrible that I will force it to wear a mask!!
(Put a mask on his face)

Phantom: Mother, why must I wear this mask?
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Phantom’s mother: You look so horrible that I cannot bear to
look at you! I don’t want to see you any
more! Leave this house!

Phantom: Leave? Where should I go??
Phantom’s mother: I don’t know and I don’t care. Just go

away!!
Phantom: (crying) I will go hide underneath the

Paris Opera House. No one will see my
ugly face there! (Run away)

Scene 2

Narrator: The Phantom soon lives in the Opera House. Each
night he is very lonely so he sings songs with his
beautiful voice. One night he sees a beautiful girl
named Christine. He sings to her. She can hear
him, but she can’t see him.

(Christine sits on a chair in the room)

Christine: Who is singing? He has the most beautiful voice!
Maybe it is an angel! (Stand up and look around
the room)

Phantom: Don’t worry! You can’t see me, but I know your
voice is good; you can have the better roles in their
shows. I promise, and I will teach you every night.
(Go away)
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Scene 3

Narrator: No one could oppose the Phantom. At first, the
managers were certain that he did not exist.

(Two managers walking and talking)

Manager A: Have you seen the phantom before?
Manager B: No, I’ve never seen the Phantom. I think this is

a joke.
Manager A: I think so.
(Old Joseph is coming.)

Old Joseph: I have seen the phantom’s face before!!!
Manager A & B: (Surprise) Really? You have seen his face?

We don’t believe you. (Walking)
Narrator: A few days later, Old Joseph was found

dead! Still the managers would not believe
in the Phantom. Then one night, when the
Opera was crowded with people, something
happened.

(Actors are singing, Audience A looks at the top)

Audience A: (Stand up) Oh! Look, the huge glass
chandelier fell from the roof!!

Audience B: Oh! Run away, quick!!!! (Run quick)
Audience A, B, C, D: Help!! Help!!! (Run)
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Narrator: After that, it killed a woman. It was not sur-
prising that the managers obeyed the Phan-
tom’s wishes.

Manager A & B: (Afraid) Ok, Ok! We believe the Phantom.
Christine, you will be the main role in all the
Opera!!

Christine: (Happy) Oh! Really? I will be the main
role!! Is this a dream?

Scene 4

Narrator: But the Phantom wanted Christine for himself. In
the end, he kidnapped her from the stage, in front
of the whole audience.

Phantom: (Catching Christine’s hands and run) Come with
me, let’s go!

Christine: Who are you? Where are we going?
Phantom: (Speak quietly) We are going to my secret home on

the lake. Don’t worry, my lady!
Narrator: Only one man was brave enough to follow. He was

Raoul, a young man who loved Christine.
Raoul: (Run behind them) Come back, Christine! Don’t

worry, I will save you.
Christine: No, go back. Don’t come here!
Phantom: Who? (Put him into the prison and lock the door)

Go into this prison, she is mine. No one can take
her away!!!
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Narrator: The Phantom captured him and kept him in a
prison, which was slowly filling with water. In the
Phantom’s house, Christine pulled off his mask. She
finally saw the real man, and his horrible face, with
no nose and yellow eyes.

(Phantom turn around and Christine put off the mask)

Christine: Oh, what a horrible face!!!! (The mask falling down)
Phantom: Oh, no!! (Turn around his face)
Christine: I...I...I am sorry that... I am so sorry.
Narrator: At first, she was shocked at his appearance, but

then she felt very sorry for him.
Christine: I know how lonely your life has been. I feel so sorry.

(Put the hands on his face)
Narrator: She gently kissed his face. No woman had ever

touched the Phantom before. Christine’s kiss made
him cry with joy.

(Phantom crying)

Christine: Why are you crying? Did I say anything wrong?
Phantom: No, you haven’t said anything wrong. It is because

no one touched me before. And you are the first
person who has seen my horrible face.

(Open the prison door)

Phantom: Come out, you can take her away, to safety.
Raoul: (Come out) Christine!
Christine: (Walk near him) Raoul, are you ok?
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Raoul: Ok. (Smile)
Christine: Thank you very much. I will never forget you!!

(Smile) Take care.
Phantom: Take care, too.
Narrator: They went away, Phantom was crying and run-

ning. But at the same time, a mob of other people
had reached the Phantom’s house, and burst in,
ready to kill him.

Person A: Go this way! Come on! (Walking quickly)
Person B: Kill him!
All People: (Looking around) Oh, where is he? Why is he not

here? He has disappeared.
Narrator: At that moment the Phantom disappeared, magi-

cally, and was never seen again.
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Internet
Lee Wai Man 4A

In recent years, the Internet has become very popular. In my
opinion, the internet is not only for entertainment, but also for
work and learning. Since many students are interested in the
Internet, we should know more about the benefits and potential
danger of it.

First of all, I believe that the Internet can provide a useful
source of entertainment such as online games, films and also can
give people a place to communicate with foreign people. For
example, ICQ is popular as it provides a place for different people
to talk together. As a consequence, it may expand our social
circle on the Internet and also release our pressure.

Secondly, the Internet is useful for doing assignments and projects
with the large multimedia information search system. Therefore,
it is convenient for students and workers to find related informa-
tion and finish those assignments and projects easily. Thus we
can finish the work without leaving home and complete the work
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within a short time.
Last but not least, since the Internet is convenient and use-

ful, students can increase their knowledge via the Internet freely.
Take ’Yahoo.com’ as an example, it connects billions of other
web sites for people to search different kinds of information. As
a result, people are willing and able to enjoy these inexpensive
services and learn more from the Internet.

On the other hand, the Internet is always hazardous to us.
What I mean is harmful materials like violent and pornographic
stuff may deeply influence immature students. Furthermore, some
teenagers may be cheated by dishonest people on the Internet.
Another disadvantage is it is not easy for students to judge whether
the information they get from the Internet is right or wrong.

All in all, the Internet is a kind of entertainment and a useful
learning tool. However, the hidden dangers may cause very bad
consequences. Therefore, we should use the Internet in a posi-
tive way and parents need to supervise the kids. Firstly, from
my point of view, parents should set up a filter on the Internet.
Then parents should always talk to their children about what
they do with the Internet, and teach them to protect themselves.
Actually, they should tell the children never to reveal personal
information to people they meet on the Internet.

To conclude, we should learn how to use the Internet legiti-
mately and avoid the potential dangers.
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English Language Proficiency Assessment
Ng Lai Kuen 6A

It is suggested that Hong Kong language teachers who are
teaching English should be benchmarked. Language teachers
have to take the language Proficiency Examination to be checked
for their proficiency in language standard. In considering the pros
and cons, I am totally against this motion.

There are few points to support my point of view. Teachers
would need to spend substantial amount of time in preparing for
the exams as students will be neglected. It is stressful for teach-
ers to take the Language Proficiency Examination. It may put
language teachers under high pressure and increase their work-
load. It is because they are qualified and professional enough to
teach the language. Meanwhile, it is not necessary to have an ad
hoc system to test the teachers’ proficiency.

People who support the motion may dwell on the following
points. Allocating language teachers to sit in the proficiency ex-
amination may ensure that teachers are qualified in teaching stu-
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dents languages. It is because some but not all teachers’ language
standard may not be good enough. However, it is not beneficial
for students; it makes teachers perturb. It also pressurizes them
to maintain good language standards.

Nevertheless, the gain is less than the loss. Hong Kong lan-
guage teachers have pursued either full-time or part-time educa-
tion certificates on top of their bachelors’ degree. In my opinion,
they would not have graduated if they were not qualified. It
was the Hong Kong Government who gave them qualifications in
teaching. Ironically, it is also the Government to criticize their
qualifications. It is absolutely unfair. Hong Kong students’ Chi-
nese or English language standard drops continuously and the
blame all goes to the language teachers. Furthermore, an exam
is just an exam. It is definitely not practical in reality. Stu-
dents end up gaining nothing out of this initiative and somehow
become victims, as the teachers neglect students’ need and only
concentrate on preparing for the exam.

From my point of view, teachers are already under high stress
and heavy workload. Besides teaching, they are involved in daily
task management. Therefore, they should not suffer from doing
extra work. As a matter of fact, many teachers are experienced in
teaching especially those who have been teaching for many years.
Many teachers have reached a point where they skim through
a page of a textbook and they already know what it is about.
Besides, their morale might be lowered as they believe they are
criticized and treated like students.

In conclusion, I am against the motion that Hong Kong En-
glish language teachers should take the Language Proficiency Ex-
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amination. It is because it will increase teachers’ workload and
put them under stress. Not only is it unnecessary, but it also
criticizes their proficiency. Furthermore, as teachers spend extra
time in preparing for the examination, students are prone to be
neglected. As the benefit does not compensate for the loss, the
motion should be abolished.
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Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign
Thelema Rigodon 6B

Dear Editor,

I heard that the SAR government is planning to launch a
“Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign” in 2002. Form what I’ve
gathered and seen, I support the necessity of this plan for the
better of our city.

The environment of Hong Kong at the moment is not in a
healthy state. I remember reading an article headlined ‘9th Clean
Up the World in HK’, which stated that from 1998 to 2000 the
Clean Up the World in HK volunteers collected 32,665 kg of
garbage after cleaning up 18 beaches and country parks the day
after the Mid-Autumn Festival. Besides, I noted from another
source that 11.5 tonnes came from Victoria Park this year.

I reflect upon the personal experiences I had that depict Hong
Kong’s deteriorating environment. I once went to a beach in Tai
Tam and saw garbage floating on water. This reminds me of the
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same scene I saw crossing Victoria Harbuor on ferry. I also recall
the time when I had to pass by the Shing Mun River and even
from a long distance already sensed its overwhelming bad smell.
Furthermore, I’ve seen graffiti vandalize walls and sympathetic
people take flyers and later let them fly away to the ground. And
yet, the worst incident was when I saw rubbish fall freely above
my head. These countless experiences can go on forever unless
some action is taken.

Having this campaign is a wise preventive measure to combat
threats of the seemingly increasing number of Lap Sap Chungs.
This can boost people’s awareness of waste control and environ-
mental protection. In my opinion, this is especially essential in
maintaining Hong Kong’s positive image.

What can be more humiliating than having Hong Kong’s name
anywhere near the word “garbage”? This certainly is not every
appealing to potential tourists. Neither any businessman would
want to set up a business in a dirty city. If so, we might as well
just stand back and watch the description “International” fade
away, since no existing foreign person would want to stay any
longer and risk his health.

I firmly believe that the most efficient way to put an end to all
these selfish acts and to rid all of the garbage is to get the commu-
nity involved through the launching of “Keep Hong Kong Clean
Campaign”. This doesn’t only mean recruiting more volunteers
but actually getting all of the Hong Kong people to participate.
The government can begin with students, especially those in the
secondary level.

Creative programmes can be organized for schools. I heard
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about Singapore’s Clean and Green Week Campaign, and its
”Cash for Trash” can motivate Hong Kong students to help out.
For every bag of rubbish they collect, it will earn them a certain
amount of money. The money rewarded can come from sponsors.
An alternative could be to hold a Banner Design Competition.
Students don’t actually clean up, but the environmental message
can be effectively instilled through this. Another option is to
have every school in charge of cleaning up a region of Hong Kong.
This might require students more of their effort and time, but the
result will be satisfying.

More programmes can be organized to aim for other age groups.
To begin with, educational workshops can be held for children
aged 4 to 11. In this workshop kids can enjoy story telling, ac-
companied by puppets, and games that indirectly disseminate
environmental messages. Artistic recreation by recycling used
materials can also be encouraged in this workshop. The elderly
can be especially welcome in nature parks and reserves. There
can be a special trail to walk through where checkpoints encoun-
tered when correctly counted will allow one to be a potential
winner in the lucky draw. Small contests, talent shows, and
stalls that sell recycled stationery and crafts can attract those
who haven’t participated yet.

With these proposals I urge the government to implement its
plan to have a “Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign”. It’ll be worth
investing on.

Yours faithfully,
Thelema Rigodon
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English Language Proficiency Assessment
Fan Tsz Him 6B

Recently, examinations have been established to benchmark
the English language standard of English teachers. Nonetheless,
this has raised arguments among different parties. Parents and
many of the students seem biased in supporting this, whilst, most
teachers are reluctant to take the exam. There are also diverse
opinions given by the local population. Though the examina-
tion system might bring advantage, it also comes with several
unavoidable bad effects.

Firstly, the examination authority faces the difficulties of ap-
proaching a fair system to standardize the language ability of
teachers. It is known to everyone that teachers must be tested
before they graduate and can give lectures to students. This
implies that teachers are competent of language skills which are
at least satisfactory. Thus, the authority needs many experts
in English to draft the test papers and to mark the papers be-
fore any grades can be given to the participating teachers. This
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would probably cost much to hire experts and it is still difficult
to ensure fairness can be maintained.

Fairness should be strictly kept as the result is very meaningful
and important for the teachers who have taken part in it. As this
exam is just testing them on what they have been studying in
their tertiary stage, the importance is similar to the HKCEE and
its consequence on those Form 5 students. The exam is obviously
exerting strong pressure on teachers. Besides, the result would
suppress their image as the lecturer if it is not desirable. Teachers
may find it very difficult to withstand the underlying stress if they
participate.

Given that the exam is a hard experience for teachers, their
feelings should be taken into consideration by the public. Many
teachers feel reluctant to take the exam as they think that their
ability is not confirmed by the school and also the Education De-
partment. There’s no doubt that it is an insult to them. The
situation maybe even worse if they don’t do well. If the result is
reported to the school they belong to, their career may probably
be affected. In extreme cases, students lose their confidence in
their English teacher. Hence the efficiency of the teaching pro-
cess risks an unnecessary interaction. Unfortunately, most of the
teachers could only get average results and the number of failures
can not be ignored. Therefore the sympathetic scene that faces
the teachers isn’t a virtual reality anymore.

A few questions are then induced: Is it worthy for teachers to
take part in an exam that brings severe negative effects? Does the
result mean everything to an English teacher? Or - should the
English teachers be benchmarked just to show that they are qual-
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ified to teach English? I suppose everybody has his own answer in
his heart. To conclude, everyone should be more considerate and
wise, and to understand the situation of the teachers sincerely.
Many of them work overtime and even sacrifice their own time
and diligently enrich students’ knowledge but without any extra
pay. Finally, is it reasonable to put more effort, which does not
benefit any party, especially not the teachers? By viewing over
the issue rationally, you will be following the right conclusion.
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English Language Proficiency Assessment
Agnes Wu 6B

Although the English standard of Hong Kong students is poor
and has still been declining for some considerable time, there were
only barks but no bites at improving the situation.

Until desperate urges from the economy and academic insti-
tutions had been bursting out did some academics suggest that
teachers’ unsatisfactory English proficiency was the cause of the
failure of Hong Kong’s school system in producing the required
quantity of highly proficient language graduates. While students
acquire knowledge from their teachers, it is important to ensure
teachers meet the minimum acceptable language standards. In
order to upgrade teachers’ English proficiency, language bench-
marks have therefore been introduced to test and assess both
current teachers and student teachers.

Being an international marketplace, Hong Kong should have
the ability to cope with internal and external changing circum-
stances, where language benchmark initiatives are being viewed
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as one of those measures. This is to check whether the things
used are adequately maintained at their level, or whether they
are in pace with the current environment. Since a series of val-
idation and assessor standardization studies were conducted to
investigate the reliability and validity of the new assessment in-
struments, the results from the assessment should be seen as
unbiased and suitable for all teachers.

Thus, financial resources are provided to enable teachers to at-
tend developmental programmes designed to help them reach the
goals that the Government has set, to provide a chance for them
to upgrade themselves without digging into their own pockets, as
well as to offer a timely mechanism in providing the school with
additional and objective data when teachers are being considered
for promotion.

It is believed that tests and exams are necessary to motivate
people to achieve as well as to revise their knowledge. On the
other hand, if accusations are made against language benchmarks
being used as a tool to impose on teachers what they should know
and how they should demonstrate that knowledge, and that it
is perceived as tense, harsh, frightening, unethical and biased
for teachers, it would definitely not be fair to Form 5 or Form
7 students as they have to sit for public exams and are under
similar conditions.

However, it is said to be unnecessary to achieve the standard
which the measurement introduced has as sufficient and of which
is the right type of knowledge. Moreover, teachers will pay less
attention to methods of teaching and more instead to language
proficiency. They will change their behaviour for getting and
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keeping their job and only acquire the English needed to pass
the test which, after all, will not be transferred to the real lan-
guage needed in teaching. Besides, the knowledge of how to teach
the language is more important than that of proficiency. Some
teachers are very smart themselves but they cannot articulate
their knowledge to their students.

Furthermore, hostility, humiliation, resentment and the feeling
of having the responsibility of teaching but with no authority will
be created on the part of the teachers. Since teachers are already
being inspected and observed internally by peers, panel chairper-
son and principal and externally by the Advisory Inspectorate,
taking the language proficiency assessment will only become an
even heavier workload for teachers if they were to take courses
in their spare time in order to attain satisfactory results. It is
also insulting to some teachers and a total waste of taxpayers’
money. For instance, some expatriate teachers are forced to sit
the oral section of the English language proficiency assessment,
as exemptions are rejected for teachers qualifications acquired in
other countries were not considered under the criteria proposed
by the Education and Manpower Bureau.

In addition to this , it will severely tax teachers’ confidence as
it is all new and therefore unfamiliar to them. If, unfortunately,
teachers fail in the assessment, it would be a great impact on
their self-confidence and lessen their enthusiasm in teaching. It
causes trouble to school management in deciding which teachers
should attend the language proficiency upgrading courses first, or
whether to find substitute teachers whose performance are usu-
ally far from satisfactory. What’s more critical is how to deal with
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the situation when most teachers fail the assessment as teachers
cannot be reassigned to teach other subjects because there are
no better ones to replace them.

Last but not least, it is shameful to report the poor test scores
of the teachers to parents which may jeopardize school operations
and causes anxiety to the parents.

After all the whys and wherefores of introducing the bench-
mark assessment, there is still no solid evidence that it would
help with upgrading the level of English proficiency in Hong
Kong, which should be the purpose of the assessment. There-
fore, it is crystal clear that Hong Kong teachers should not be
benchmarked.
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Form 7 Graduates: Work First Before Going To University
Thelema Rigodon 6B

In places, like Europe and America, the option of working full
time for one year before entering university is becoming more
popular to high school graduates than the traditional way of fin-
ishing education first before confronting the real world. For many
Form 7 graduates in Hong Kong, this may not be one of their op-
tions, and probably, a handful even try to evade the thought.
It does sound scary, breaking away from the conventional trend.
But believe it or not, some employers and educationalists in Hong
Kong do advise Form 7 graduates to take this into consideration.

Perhaps, one of the scariest thing that an individual has to
do in his life is to work. It takes a great deal of courage and
self-confidence to leave the comfort of one’s home and school to
earn your own money. But it sure demands more from a person
who has only finished high school.

For some Form 7 graduates, one year may be too long. They
would prefer to work in the summer instead. Especially for those
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who have a bad memory, one year may be long enough for them
to forget a significant amount of information. And those who are
easily distracted, they won’t take the risk either as they might
lose their interest in continuing their studies. These instances,
however, only address certain people.

More realistically speaking, the pressure of work can be intim-
idating. The environment of the workplace is different from that
of school. The people are different and the kind of pressure is
different as well. One has to learn how to be more flexible with
people of varying personalities. The pressure of doing a good job
can also be overwhelming. To those who are not ready, the big
jump may land with a stumble. The workplace will not only test
your level of maturity and discipline but also how you interact
with people.

Nevertheless, despite the discouraging aspects of working, grad-
uates should also try to look at the other side of the coin. Working
for a year before entering university can be a rich and valuable
learning experience. This is probably why employers and edu-
cationalists recommend it. It is practical and realistic education
that requires no payment and is not part of the curriculum offered
in schools. Room for application of the vast amount of informa-
tion acquired through the years of learning is one essential thing
schools don’t provide. Perhaps, those that look up to schools to
provide them with a complete education in preparation for their
future career are not as safe as they think they are. Working
for a year, however, gives graduates a brief training that temper
the demands of yet another workplace they will step into in the
future.
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Another good thing is that the worries of not living up to your
boss’s standard can be abandoned. It is just a temporary job,
not a career, although setting a good reputation would be a plus
in the long run. It can secure a job and extend connections if
ever the unemployment rate in Hong Kong further escalates.

Work also means money. Taking a year out to work can be a
good chance to save up for university. If not, extra pocket money
wouldn’t hurt, would it?

If I were a Form 7 graduate, I would consider taking a year
out to work full time. This would be a good time to relax awhile
and breathe. I don’t think it’s necessary at all to rush finish-
ing university. It does seem scary, but obstacles accompany all
accomplishments.
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Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign
Choi Pui Ying, Grace 6C

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to the newspaper discussing why
a ‘Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign’ and other series of pro-
grammes are necessary to be implemented in schools and society
as a whole. Even though Hong Kong is a fast growing and mod-
ern city, Hong Kong still faces problems of pollution.

Imagine a prosperous Hong Kong with dirty streets, garbage
all around, trash spilling out and big, fat rats and rodents running
right past you. The gust of wind brings the smell of rotten food
and decomposed material. It would not take long for the whole
of Hong Kong to become like that if we do not implement work
to clean up Hong Kong quickly.

Hong Kong is not a clean city. From year 1998 to year 2000,
there was as much as 32,665 kg of garbage collected. In the
year 2001, 26 tonnes of rubbish were left in public areas. Even
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after the Mid-Autumn Festival in October alone, there were 11.5
tonnes of garbage in Victoria Park.

To maintain and improve the quality of life, natural resources
must be used in ways that cause the least possible damage to
the environment. Even though there are plenty of volunteers
taking part in cleaning up Hong Kong, more should be done. The
society on the whole should be responsible for this. Programs
should be set up for the society such as ‘Cash for Trash’ or ‘Buy-
back centres’ which pay people for materials they bring in. The
recyclable materials are separated by type and glass is separated
by colour. Programmes for residents of a community could be
set up. Residents can separate their recyclable materials and put
them in recycling bins for trucks to pick up which bring them to
a central plant for processing. This usually recovers the greatest
quantity of materials. The government should also impose heavy
fines and penalties and promote more anti-littering messages to
raise awareness of the public of what problems we are going to
face and what Lap Sap Chung we are.

Students of all ages can help too. Programmes such as ‘En-
vironmental Educational Workshop’ and ‘Recycle and Recreate’
should be implemented in school.

The programmes will send home important environmental mes-
sages on waste minimization and pollution through fun and games.
Students can be encouraged to start their own individual envi-
ronmental projects and even create things from waste materials.
The whole school should participate in Clean Week and other
environmental activities to bring them closer to environmental
protection.
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I think it is imperative to alert people to the danger of pol-
lution before we live among the garbage! Must we wait until
garbage ruins our environment? We must act now before it’s too
late.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Wong
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The Future Way
Choi Wai Kit / Chow Sau Ha / Lee Man Chiu /Suen Yu Luen / Yin Wing

Yan 6A

The day is drawing near,
So there will be no fear
Wipe away your dropping tear
Although you’re on your lonely way
Confidently you can say
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Dreams
Chan Yau Hung / Chen Yuen Tone / Lee Kwok Leung / Yeung Chung Hon

6A

Don’t give up when you cry
Remember when we have dreams, we can fly
Evening is coming, but the sun will rise.
Although it is dark, the stars still shine
Make use of your life
Shout so you can fly
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Parents
Kwan Hok Ming / Lee Kok Ying / Ng Lai Kuen / Yuen Chun Choi 6A

Praise everything Dad and Mum have done for you
Remember to give them a hug
And say thank you
It’s a time to
Say I love you and do
Enjoy every day and night with Mum and Dad
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School
Leung Tat Man / Leung Yun Fai / Ng Ka Ho / Wong Man Kit 6A

Studying is boring!!
Can I make it interesting??
Homework is time-wasting!!
Oh! No! we are getting pain!!
Hm...but I still have to use my brain!!
Let me keep going!!
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A crying baby’s song
Amy Cheung 4C

I give you some toys,
but you keep crying and don’t play with it.
I give some milk to you,
but you keep crying and don?drink it.
I sing a song to let you sleep,
but you keep crying and never close your eyes.
I make a funny face,
but you keep crying and don’t look at me.
I tell you I’m very tired of taking care of you,
but you keep crying and crying.
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Disappointments
Chan Sai Wing 4C

I wrote to you twice,
but you didn’t reply to me.
I talked to you,
but you didn’t attend to me.
I got you a ticket for the movie,
but you didn’t come.
I saw you at the MTR,
but you didn’t see me.
I needed your help,
but you didn’t give me a hand.
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Disappointments
Lau Chi Nga 4C

I phone you every day,
but you hang up the phone.
I write letters to you,
but you don’t reply to me.
I help you do everything,
but you don’t thank me for what I do.
I ask you out,
but you are late every time.
I want you to be fair to me,
but you say the world is unfair.
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